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AUDIENCE COUNCIL ENGLAND 

Minutes of meeting held on 15 September 2009,  

BBC Broadcasting House, London 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

Alison Hastings   Chair 

Robin Jones    Deputy Chair, West Midlands  

Christine Fanthome   Chair, London 

Clarke Willis    Chair, East 

Jill Hogan    Chair, South East 

Elizabeth Peacock   Chair, Yorkshire  

Phillippa Denton   Chair, East Midlands 

Peter Wyatt    representing South RAC 

Steve Marshall   Chair, Yorkshire & Lincolnshire 

Stuart Paterson   Chair, West 

Thelma Holland   Chair, South West 

Stephen Langley   representing North East & Cumbria RAC 

 

Caroline Thomson   Chief Operating Officer 

David Holdsworth   Controller English Regions 

Janice Hadlow   Controller BBC Two 

David Okuefuna   Channel Executive BBC Two & BBC Four (observer item 6) 

Stephen Callow   Performance Adviser, BBC Trust (observer item 6) 

Wendy Bryant   Research Manager, BBC Trust 

Louise Hall    Head of Governance & Accountability England 

Lydia Thomas   Accountability Adviser, England 

Carol Webster Public Accountability Manager, West Midlands, East 

Midlands, North West 

Russell Thomas   Accountability Assistant, England 

 

 

APOLOGIES 

Belinda Channer   Chair, West Midlands 

Hannah Eyres   Chair, NE & Cumbria 

Rob Fryatt    Chair, South 

Taryn Rock    Chair, North West 
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1.  Apologies and announcements 

Alison Hastings welcomed Robin Jones standing in for Belinda Channer, Peter Wyatt 

standing in for Rob Fryatt, Stephen Langley standing in for Hannah Eyres and noted 

apologies from Taryn Rock. 

 

Alison informed members that the ACE Appointments Panel had received two nominations 

for September (East and Yorkshire) and both had been approved.  The amended minutes for 

12 May Appointments Panel were included in the ACE pack.  

 

2. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising 

2.1 There were two amendments to the minutes which were accepted; ‘North West’ 

corrected to ‘South West’ on page 2 and ‘weather reporters’ corrected to ‘travel reporters’ on 

page 6.  

 

The minutes were approved as a true record. 

 

2.2 Matters arising 

All action points had been completed.  

 

Items carried over: no action was required for other items carried over at this time. 

 

Alison reminded members about future guests. Peter Salmon would not now join the 13 

October ACE meeting as he or his representative would attend the Audience Councils 

Seminar in Salford on 14 October.  This would give members an opportunity to spend more 

time at the BBC Drama Village on 13 October.  

 

No Burning Issues had been received.  No items were raised for Any Other Business.  

 

3. Reports 

3.1 Trust Meetings 

The full Trust Minutes for July would be available on 7 October; it had been a busy summer 

concluding with the James Murdoch McTaggart Speech in Edinburgh. She asked if there 

were any questions.   

 

Concerns were raised about the potential appearance of British National Party 

representatives on Question Time.  Alison welcomed the feedback, and acknowledged that 

this was not within the remit of the Trust. She reminded members of the requirement for 

BBC impartiality, noting too that the BBC had issued a statement on this matter which would 

be circulated to ACE members. 

 

3.2  Head of Governance & Accountability, England 

The ACE meeting dates for 2010 had been agreed and were detailed in Louise Hall’s report. 

The ACE-RAC Workplan for 2010 would be drafted for the October ACE meeting and it was  

suggested that RAC outreach move from May to June and from September to November 
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following RAC and Trust Unit feedback on the big gap between RAC meetings over the 

summer period and the need for slightly longer lead times to prepare for the outreach 

activity. Members approved the changes to outreach dates for 2010.  

 

Members were updated on the preparations for the Trust/Audience Councils Seminar at the 

Lowry Centre in Salford on 14 October. It was anticipated that nine ACE members would 

attend together with the RAC Diversity Champion. Louise explained that the portrayal 

discussion summary produced after the May ACE meeting was being used by the Trust as a 

framework for the event which would be attended by approximately 50 people including 

some 30 Audience Council members from the four Nations. 

 

A draft programme outlining the itinerary for 13/14 October was tabled. Alison 

acknowledged that while it would be a demanding week the combination of the three days 

would be both useful and informative for ACE members.  

 

The Digital Britain response from ACE had been submitted to the Trust. Further qualitative 

and quantitative work had been carried out for the Trust across the UK in August, and when 

given a broad range of options, the public preferred improvements to broadband rather than 

to regional news as Sir Michael Lyons’ recent letter to licence fee payers had flagged up.  

 

Members asked about plurality and whether ACE would have an opportunity to discuss the 

size of the BBC. Alison explained that a Strategic Review on the size of the BBC had been 

announced and that members’ views and contributions would be valued to ensure that the 

audience voice was heard.  

 

The new Audience Council expenses policy and guidelines was to be considered by the 

Audience Councils Committee (ACC) on 17 September. Some members considered that there 

were practical issues posed by the new guidance and specifically raised concerns about 

itemising claims. Alison agreed to raise these issues at the ACC.   

 

One member questioned why the Audience Council briefing pack for the TV Services Review  

did not include data for the English regions programming. The reason was that this aspect of 

the pack related to the non-news opt-outs in the three nations only.  

 

  

4. Caroline Thomson, Chief Operating Officer 

Alison Hastings welcomed Caroline Thomson to the meeting.   

 

Caroline explained that her presentation ‘Looking to the Future’ concentrated on two areas: 

the future of the BBC in the context of Digital Britain and the Strategic Review.  

 

Caroline examined four areas which included market challenges, regulatory and political 

challenges, what this meant for the BBC and what needed to be done. 
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Looking at market challenges first, Caroline explained that technological change and 

development continued to drive rapid changes in consumer behaviour including shifts in 

choice and control; for example teenagers were primarily consuming content by laptop or 

mobile while at the other end of the spectrum huge plasma screen family viewing delivered 

big audiences for a different viewing experience.  

 

Nine out of ten households had switched to digital. Pressures across the broadcasting and 

wider markets on traditional funding streams meant that strategies and business models 

were necessarily adapting to rapid change across the industry.  

 

In terms of regulatory and political challenges, the Digital Britain proposals had laid out one 

set of potential policy interventions related to content, infrastructure, participation and 

government.  There were many complex aspects to consider and debate in the near future, 

and a number of key issues and challenges facing the BBC. The BBC had a record of 

excellence on delivering efficiencies set against a constant technological pressure to 

innovate, while noting an increase in other calls on BBC funding for a post Digital Britain 

including an ambitious programme of partnerships and building a national DAB network.  

 

Caroline looked at what that scenario meant for the BBC. She noted strong progress against 

recent objectives with the BBC’s current strategy broadly delivering across the six public 

purposes in respect of genres, services and operational considerations. She also noted good 

achievements across many platforms; increased approval ratings for distinctiveness and the 

potential for innovation and new opportunities for the future with major projects such as 

BBC North and the development of MediaCity.  She explained that overall there was a good, 

ongoing relationship with the audience which was largely supportive of the BBC. 

 

In conclusion Caroline explained that the immediate priorities for the BBC were the Digital 

Britain response and the full Strategic Review. Both were vital to ensure that the BBC 

delivered value to licence fee payers for the long term future.  

 

Alison thanked Caroline and opened the discussion to members. 

 

Members raised questions about technological development and innovation including Hi-

Definition (HD), Freeview and red button and the continuation of core services, particularly 

red button sports coverage. She outlined current thinking to ensure the provision of extra 

spectrum for sporting events.  

 

A member questioned the value of HD, asking if technologically it was a step too far? 

Caroline replied that HD sales were hugely successful and while she initially had sympathy 

with that perspective, once HD had been viewed its visual value was immediately apparent.  

 

The quality and value of DAB was raised. Caroline explained that DAB offered more choice 

including the World Service and visual text descriptors.  She agreed that there was an 
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ongoing debate about setting 2015 for potential DAB switchover, noting that the FM 

spectrum continued to work well.  

 

Members asked for clarification on the response to Digital Britain and the development of 

options relating to partnerships and governance. Caroline explained that these were aspects 

for the government to address and not the BBC.   

 

Members raised questions about the public perception of BBC efficiencies and the difficulties 

in communicating the serious measures taken by the BBC in recent times, given that there 

had been genuine efficiency savings across the organisation. Caroline agreed that it was 

vital to get the message of stringent efficiencies across to the public, noting that the BBC 

was now proportionately a much smaller player in the contemporary media market.  She 

emphasised that the BBC aimed to deliver the best possible value to the audience in the 

appropriate public space with the money available.  

 

Members also asked about the costs of creating BBC North and public perception of the 

development. Caroline explained that in the long term BBC North would be cost effective but 

also emphasised that the benefits to the BBC and the audience went beyond cost 

effectiveness; this needed to be communicated clearly to the public and licence fee payers.  

 

Alison thanked Caroline for her detailed and instructive presentation.  

 

5. Controller English Regions Report  

David Holdsworth highlighted the alternative linear proposals that had been approved by the 

Trust.  He explained that expansion of the weekend local bulletin service would commence 

during the first week of November and that the onus was on BBC English Regions to 

improve both the quality and quantity of the service, irrespective of the lighter staffing 

levels.  

 

A member suggested it would be helpful for the November RAC meetings to report back on 

members initial reactions to the expanded service. This was agreed. 

 

Another member asked about staff reactions to the increased hours. David said any change 

had the potential to create a reaction but the expansion was good for audiences.  

 

David said that new regional football programmes would be launched on BBC One in January 

2010 in seven regions across England, with independent production companies delivering 

programmes for Newcastle, Norwich and a region that combines Plymouth, Bristol and 

Southampton.  The content would include action of the day, previews of the coming week 

but most importantly sports journalism. He hoped the programmes would feel youthful, with 

zest and attitude, and was bidding for a Monday night or other weekday later evening slot.   

 

A DVD of the pilot would be made available to ACE members.  
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David said that twelve new positions for politics reporters were due to be advertised, 

focused on one local radio station per region in the first tranche. He said that there had 

been a deliberate choice of station bases that were not in regional centres.  

 

Asked if the new politics reporters would cover the Regional Development Agencies, David 

explained that he regarded scrutiny of non-elected institutions as part of the role. 

Furthermore he wanted the reporters to convey a sense of local issues and views, while also 

building contacts and scrutinising local institutions. Members welcomed the improvements to 

local coverage of politics to help reinforce public information.   

 

David explained that audience figures for Local Radio had dropped in recent times and his 

focus was on raising standards with the emphasis on distinctiveness to counteract the 

decline.  This was particularly important, given the forthcoming Strategic Review. Members 

expressed support for local radio services, particularly in a time of crisis when listeners 

turned to the BBC and placed confidence in its output. David acknowledged that fact but 

said that the key issue of maintaining listener figures across day-to-day output had to be 

addressed.  

 

A member asked about the lack of a local radio station for Dorset. David explained that this 

was one of a small number of areas that lacked a defined service and he was looking at the 

business case for delivery of a separate breakfast programme for the western part of Dorset. 

 

Another member praised recent TV trails for BBC Local Radio in Tees and Newcastle, saying 

that many people loved the adverts. David explained that trails had been made for 

Newcastle, Tees, West Midlands and London and built a creative riff around the way people 

loved their area with the aim of raising awareness and shifting perceptions of Local Radio.  

Members said that audience feedback showed that people liked the trails.  It was agreed 

that members would be shown the adverts at the October ACE meeting. David said that 

adverts for Essex, Sussex, Solent and Merseyside would be transmitted in November. 

 

Members praised the Cultural Olympiad and asked what the legacy would be from the BBC. 

David explained that English Regions had forged the partnership and was working hard, 

where editorially appropriate, to give the events publicity. However it was for the arts 

organisations to be held accountable for the legacy and not the BBC. 

 

A member asked if there were any plans to address the issue of news op-outs originating 

from Southampton for the Oxford area. David said the arrangement stood as there were no 

resources available to implement any changes.  

 

Members were interested in the role of the channel schedulers and Alison suggested that 

they asked Janice Hadlow about the bidding process and the mechanics of scheduling during 

her session after lunch. 

 

Alison thanked David. 
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6. BBC Two Controller, Janice Hadlow 

Alison Hastings welcomed Janice Hadlow and invited her to talk about her vision for BBC 

Two and take questions from members afterwards. Alison also welcomed David Okuefuna 

and Stephen Callow who had joined the meeting for item 6 only. 

 

Janice Hadlow played the first of two DVDs profiling recent BBC Two programmes which 

conveyed the wide range of tone and subject matter across the channel.  

 

The purpose of BBC Two was to provide distinctive, intelligent, stimulating, challenging and 

entertaining programmes with intelligence at the heart.  Rather than become a ‘small attic of 

aspiration’, she wanted to reach the widest audience. She said that when she took the job 

as Controller people suggested that she should find a single tone but her view was that the 

measure of BBC Two was its eclecticism, which produced many different ways of expressing 

intelligent purpose. The strength of BBC Two lay in its contrasts such as Mock the Week and 

Gardeners’ World.   

 

The BBC Two audience was a broad constituency; since her arrival as Controller she had re-

emphasised an important part of the BBC Two heritage as placing intelligent content at the 

heart of the schedule and cited The Love of Money as a recent example. In her view the 

programme was a matchless documentary that she was proud to run at 2100. Its 

importance merited the slot, it had reached 1.5m viewers and ultimately she would have run 

The Love of Money at that time irrespective of the ratings, as this was a confident assertion 

of BBC Two’s purpose. 

 

The recent Poetry Season further symbolised the channel, feeding into the mix of content 

and supporting the tradition of BBC Two being the intellectual engine room of mass 

television. The forthcoming Edwardian Farm, following on from the success of Victorian 

Farm, was also a touchstone of the new BBC Two as the series combined educational 

purpose, content and value with a ‘must see’ entertainment experience. 

 

Other populist formats included Economy Gastronomy.  Janice explained that lifestyle TV 

was often unfairly dismissed but it was a valid indicator of what audiences enjoyed and BBC 

Two had an important duty to provide a balanced mix.  BBC Two was not just an analytical 

channel. Fiction and drama were integral to the channel identity and she noted critical 

successes such as Five Minutes of Heaven which brought a big audience to a difficult subject 

matter. Part of her ongoing ambition for BBC Two was to deliver intelligent entertainment. 

 

Comedy and entertainment were hugely important too, as was BBC Two’s reputation as an 

originator of original comedy as well as analytical content. 
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A second DVD was shown to members previewing new comedy and drama including 

Miranda which Janice had commissioned to bring new female comedy talent forward.  

Janice explained that there were crossovers between BBC Two and BBC One but overall BBC 

Two had a different style and language to BBC One and did not have to aspire to speak to 

everyone. She gave the example of Mock the Week which had a defined audience and which 

would not sit easily on BBC One.  Entertainment and shows like Top Gear had an edgier 

component and it would be wrong to ‘bland’ that out. Part of her job as Controller was to 

consider where boundaries lay and ask questions about whether content was provocative, 

challenging or something else.  

 

In response to questions about Taste and Standards Janice explained that audiences 

deserved to be kept informed about what was coming up. The greatest risk was taken when 

people were not given advance warning. This did not negate the BBC Two duty of care to 

schedule appropriately, but when an audience was also forewarned they could apply 

appropriate self-selection. However this was an issue which required careful navigation, 

especially for creative comedy. 

 

Janice explained the differences between BBC Two and BBC Four, noting that BBC Four was 

a small channel with big ambition. BBC Four was able to cover issues in more depth and 

appealed to a slightly different audience. Neither channel duplicated the other; rather they 

worked to support one another while offering different ways of expressing intellectual 

purpose.   

 

Questions included whether the Channel branding remained relevant.  Janice replied that 

ultimately the audience did not have to recognise distinctions between channels, but there 

was a distinction of purpose for BBC Two and it was her hope that viewers were aware of 

that.  

 

Asked if BBC Two was chasing ratings, Janice said that if it was appropriate to bring new 

experiences to audiences who might not otherwise choose to view the channel, then it was 

expedient to use all the resources in your remit to engage people and deliver a mixed 

economy of programmes. She also stressed that there are many BBC Two programmes 

which are not made primarily to attract large audiences.  

 

Members asked about Wimbledon coverage on BBC Two. Janice explained that Wimbledon 

was unique and while the entire coverage could not be carried on one channel, there was a 

moment when it was the BBC’s purpose to reflect national moments. She said that BBC One 

was the natural home for major national events. 

 

Members asked about Gardeners’ World, expressing concern that it had lost focus and 

identity. Janice reassured members that these issues were actively being addressed to 

ensure that Gardeners’ World communicated effectively with its audience. 

 

Alison thanked Janice.  
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7.  England Matters 

7.1 Digital Switchover 

Alison Hastings asked if there was any feedback from South West RAC as the Caradon Hill 

transmitter group had completed switchover in the West Country on 9 September. None 

were reported. Members noted that the support in the region from Digital UK had been 

superb and the publicity excellent. In summary there were no major problems and all had 

settled very quickly. 

      

7.2 Portrayal 

Alison Hastings outlined plans for the forthcoming October seminar. 

 

Louise Hall reminded members that there had been a request for a descriptor to explain the 

meaning of portrayal and suggested: 

‘How people are described or represented to show  

the authentic experiences of their real lives’. 

 

It was agreed that members would feed back any further amendments or comments on the 

proposed descriptor.   

 

8. Outreach Activity 

8.1 Pre-watershed content draft report 

Alison Hastings asked members for their views on the re-drafted report.  

 

Alison had asked for programme descriptions to be included at the top of the report rather 

than at the end. Louise Hall said that the conclusion would be noted in bullet points rather 

than paragraphs. One member asked for the number of attendees at the Yorkshire meeting 

to be checked for accuracy which was agreed. 

 

With those changes, the report was accepted and signed off by members.  

 

8.2 TV Services review: initial comments 

Alison Hastings invited members to comment on the practicalities of the TV Services 

outreach events to date.  

 

Members reported that the events around England had been very successful, with generally 

good turnout.   

RAC members had worked hard and productively in most instances although there were a 

number of occasions where RAC members had not attended in force. The use of local 

regional presenters to host events as MC had been appreciated by the audience and had 

worked effectively. Members had learned that it was important to choose a suitable venue 

which worked and was comfortable for the audience. The view from all members was that 
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the outreach was seen by the public as a very positive experience which demonstrated that 

the BBC was listening.  

 

Members considered that a training session in facilitation and note-taking would be of value 

for all RAC members and it was agreed that this would be considered.  

 

Alison thanked all members for their support, attendance and hard work towards and during 

the outreach events and noted the following learning points: 

 The use of local, recognised TV presenters worked well and was effective 

 An RAC meeting was required during the summer period in advance of any 

autumn outreach 

 Briefing notes to be circulated in advance 

 The venue to be appropriate to the audience. 

     

Alison concluded by noting that during future recruitment of new RAC members it would be 

vital to flag up that outreach was an integral part of the RAC member role. As potential RAC 

members were volunteers it was important that they were fully aware of the expectations 

placed upon them. It was important too that they acknowledged their commitment to this 

aspect of the role. Members agreed to this.  

 

 

9. Trust Business 

9.1 Purpose Remit Survey 

Alison welcomed Wendy Bryant and invited her to share the findings of the survey with 

members.  

 

Wendy outlined the objectives of the research, to highlight performance gaps or areas of 

concern where licence-fee payers rated an activity as important but gave the BBC a low 

score for under-performing.  

 

Wendy explained that 1238 interviews had been conducted and were representative of the 

UK population.  

 

Wendy summarised the general survey findings, noting that 4 in 10 adults in England were 

high approvers of the BBC, with the group who were most positive about the BBC 

representing 43% of all adults in England.  Regional factors had a strong influence over 

feelings towards the BBC with those in the Midlands being more positive about the BBC than 

those in the north and south of the country.   

 

Approval among Muslim and Asian audiences in England was not significantly different from 

the population in England as a whole. The black audience contained a lower share of high 

approvers (38%).  
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The percentage of adults likely to miss the BBC had grown from 71% of all adults in England 

in 2007 to 84% in 2009.  Overall the figures suggested that the BBC was still valued by 

adults in England even if they were not entirely satisfied with current performance. 

Further research was being undertaken to understand more about what people meant when 

they responded to the question about missing the BBC due to the increases in this figure not 

only across England but across the UK.  

 

Perceptions of the BBC delivering good value for money were stable. Over half of adults in 

England (58%) saw the BBC as being good value for money, although responses varied by 

region. In England, 28% of adults were very happy with the BBC as it was; this showed a 

significant rise since 2007.  

 

In terms of performance gap, which Wendy explained was the difference between the 

performance and importance scores for each statement, the survey findings would help the 

BBC to prioritise.  

 

Questions relating to the six public purposes showed that the creativity purpose continued to 

fail to meet expectations and remained a key area for action by the BBC, given that it also 

correlated strongly with public perceptions of value for money. Other performance gap 

priorities related to fresh and new ideas; portrayal of community and culture to other people 

in the UK; helping people to feel more involved and interested in local communities and 

portrayal of regions to other people in the UK. However seven in ten adults in England 

agreed that the BBC provided a wide range of enjoyable and entertaining programmes and 

England remained the most positive of the four UK nations for performance within the 

creativity purpose. 

 

The BBC performed consistently well on education with at least seven in ten adults agreeing 

that the BBC currently provided relevant services. The provision of content to help children 

and teens received consistently high performance scores. Overall the education priority 

remained closely linked to perceptions of value for money and it was deemed important that 

the BBC ensured that its high standards in this area were maintained. 

 

The global purpose was another area where the BBC had continued to excel since 2007. The 

survey also showed that the BBC performed well for news delivery across all UK nations 

although people in the South of England were less satisfied with performance with a 

noticeable performance gap for the provision of high quality independent journalism. The 

digital purpose was considered less important to licence fee payers across all the nations 

although all of the BBC’s digital priorities performed better with audience groups who used 

the services in England; this was also reflected across all the nations. Mobile phone 

performance scores continued to remain fairly low with comments suggesting that this was 

not necessarily an area for the BBC to invest in.   

 

Members raised questions about the creativity gap and Wendy explained that this was an 

important area to focus on because of the correlation with value for money. Alison said that 
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it was important to understand more about those respondents (38%) who felt that the BBC 

did not offer good value for money.  

 

9.2 Editorial Guidelines Review 

Wendy Bryant outlined the Editorial Guidelines Review including the plans for audience       

engagement, noting that the timeline for the consultation was 5 October – 24 December, 

with field research running in parallel. 

 

Alison Hastings explained that members would know more about potential opportunities for 

engagement after the 14 October seminar in Salford. One idea was for each Audience 

Council to comment on specific chapters of the Editorial Guidelines. It was agreed that ACE 

would take a decision on the way forward after the Salford meeting.  

 

Alison thanked Wendy.    

 

10. Burning Issues 

There were no Burning Issues 

 

11.  Any Other Business 

Members agreed that the meeting had given sufficient time for discussion. Alison invited 

members to forward any views on the structure and content of the meeting as it marked the 

beginning of the new alternating strategy and business meetings. She would also keep 

members informed about the progression of the Strategic Review through the Trust. 

 

 

Details of next meeting: 

 

Monday and Tuesday 12 & 13 October (Venue: Peter Scott House, Birmingham University 

& BBC Drama Village. Dinner & Accommodation: Hyatt Hotel, Broad Street, Birmingham) 

 

 

 

 


